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\PRELIMINARIES 

During the last few years the study of generalized closed and feebly closed mappings 

has found considerable interest among general topologists.  Feebly closed and generalized 
mappings suggest some new concepts which have been to be very useful in study of a 
topology.  In fact  S.N. Maheswari and P.C. Jain  introduced the concepts of feebly open and 
feebly closed sets in a topological space (X, τ). Dalal [2] proved that the map f : X  Y is 
feebly continuous if every singleton set in X is feebly open.  In 1991, Mahide Kucuk and Idris 
Zorlutuna introduced feebly normality and feebly regularity in “S-separable spaces, feebly 
continuous functions and feebly separation axioms”, Ganit 11, (1-2), 19-24 MR95a : 54036 
ZbI 818.54022.  We recall that in the  subset A of X, the closure of A is the intersection of all 
closed sets containing A and the interior of A is the union of all open sets contained in A, 
denoted by cl (A) and int (A) respectively. A is said to be semi-open if A  cl int (A) and semi-
closed if int cl (A)  A. 

Definition 1.1 [5] :  A subset A of a topological space (X, τ) is said to be feebly open 
(resp. feebly closed) if A  s cl int (A) ( resp. s int cl (A)  A). The feebly closure of A is the  
intersection of all feebly closed set containing A and is denoted by f cl A. 

Remark 1.2 : Let X and Y be the set of real numbers with usual topology, let the mapping 
f : X  Y be defined as follows  f (x) = x  if x ≠ 0 and x ≠ 1, f (0) = 1 and  f (1) = 0.  Then f is 
one-one. Recall that a function f : X  Y is continuous if the inverse image of every open set 
in Y is open in X. 

Definition 1.3 : A map f : X  Y is said to be   

(i) Feebly closed (resp. feebly open) if the image of each closed set in X (resp. open set) is 
feebly closed set in Y (resp. feebly open in Y). 

(ii) Feebly continuous if f –1 (V) is feebly open in X for each open set V of Y. 

Remark 1.4 [1]:  In a topological space,       

(i) Every open set is feebly open  

(ii) Every closed set is feebly closed   
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Definition 1.5 [1]:  A topological space  (X, τ) is called 

 (i) Feebly-T1 if there are feebly open sets U and V, x and y are the distinct points such that 
x  U, x  V and y  V, y  U. 

(ii) Feebly-T2 (Feebly Hausdorff) if for any pair of distinct points x, y of X, there exists 
disjoint feebly open sets U and V such that x  U and y  V. 

(iii) Feebly-regular if for all x  X and for all closed set A containing x there exists feebly 
open set H such that x  H  f cl H  A. 

(iv) Feebly-normal if for all disjoint closed sets H1, H2 in X, there exists feebly open sets 
U1, U2 in X such that H1  U1, H2  U2 and U1   U2 = . 

Definition 2.1: The topological space X is a F. reg. door space if and only if every subset 
of X is either F. reg. open or F. reg. closed. 

Definition 2.2: A F. reg. door space (X, ) is said to be feebly regular door  symmetrical 
space  (briefly F. reg. door symmetrical space) if for x and y in X,   

     x F. reg. cl {y}  yF. reg. cl {x}. 

Theorem 2.3: Let (X, ) be a F. reg. door symmetrical space and Y is a F. reg. door space 
of  X. Then Y is F. reg. door space with respective topology  in Y. 

Proof : Let SY.  Then SX. 

So S is either F. reg. open in X or F. reg. closed in X. 

Hence SY is either F. reg. open in Y or F. reg. closed in Y. But SY = S. 

Then S is either F. reg. open in Y or F. reg. closed in Y. 

 Thus (Y, y) is a F. reg. door symmetrical space. 

Theorem 2.4: The property of being a F. reg. door symmetrical space is a topological 
property. 

Proof :  Let X be a F. reg. door symmetrical space and let a function f from the 
topological space X to Y be an homeomorphism.    

Let S Y, consider f –1 (S) X, since X is a F. reg. door symmetrical space. 

Then f  –1 (S) is either F. reg. open or F. reg. closed in X. 

Now f (f  –1 (S)) = S. 

Then S is either F. reg. open or F. reg. closed in Y. Thus Y is F. reg. door symmetrical 
space.  

Theorem 2.5 : Let (X, ) be a F. reg. door symmetrical space, let YX be a F. reg. 
clopen subset of X then (Y, y) is also a F. reg. door symmetrical space. 

Proof : Let MY be a subset of Y. Now MX. But X is a F. reg. door symmetrical 
space. 

Then M is either F. reg. open or F. reg. closed in X. 

Since Y is either F. reg. open and F. reg. closed, M is either F. reg. open or F. reg. closed 
in Y. 

Then Y is F. reg. door symmetrical space. 
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Definition 2.6 : A function f  from the F. reg. door  symmetrical topological space X to Y 
is said to be totally na-F. reg. continuous if the inverse image of every F. reg. open set in 
Y is -clopen in X. 

Theorem 2.7 : A function f : XY is a totally na-F.reg.continuous function if and only if 
the inverse image of every F. reg. closed subset of Y is -clopen in X.  

Proof : Let F be any F. reg. closed in Y. 

Then Y – F is F. reg. open set in Y.   

By definition 2.6  f –1(Y-F) is -clopen in X.  

That is X – f –1 (F) is -clopen in X, this implies f –1 (F) is -clopen in X. 

On the other hand, if V is F. reg. open in Y, then Y–V is F. reg. closed in Y, by hypothesis, 
f –1(Y – V) = X – f –1 (V) is -clopen in X, which implies f –1 (V) is -clopen in X. 

Thus inverse image of every F. reg. open set in Y is -clopen in X.  

Therefore f is totally na-F. reg. continuous function. 

Remark 2.8 : (i) Every F. reg. open set is feebly open.  

(ii)  -clopen set is -open and -closed. 

(iii)  -clopen = regular clopen. 

Theorem 2.9 : Every totally na-F. reg. continuous is a na-continuous. 

Proof : Let X and Y be topological space.   

Suppose f : XY is totally na-F. reg. continuous and  

U is any F. reg. open subset of Y. 

The function f : XY is totally na-F. reg. continuous, it follows f –1 (U) is  -clopen in X, 
by remark 2.8, hence f –1 (U) is -open in X. 

Thus inverse image of every F. reg. open set in Y is -open in X. Therefore the function f 
is na-continuous. 

Definition 2.10 : A function f from X to Y is said to be strongly totally na-F. reg. 
continuous if the inverse image of every F. reg. open set in Y is regular-clopen in X. 

Theorem 2.11 : Every strongly totally na-F. reg. continuous function is totally na-F. reg. 
continuous and vice versa. 

Proof : Suppose a function f from X to Y is strongly totally na-F. reg. continuous and let S 
be any F. reg. open set in Y, by definition 2.10, f –1 (S) is regular-clopen in X. Thus the inverse 
image of each F. reg. open set in Y is -clopen in X. Therefore f is totally na-F. reg. 
continuous. 

Theorem 2.12 : A function f from X to Y is totally na-F. reg. continuous if and only if for 
each pX and each F. reg. open set O in Y with f (p) O, there is a -clopen set E in X such 
that pE and f (E) O. 

Proof : Suppose  a function f from X to Y  is a totally na-F. reg. continuous function 
where X and Y are topological spaces and F. reg. door symmetrical space. Let O be any F. reg. 
open set in Y containing f (p) so that pf  –1(O). Since f is totally na-F. reg. continuous,           
f –1 (O) is -clopen in X. 

Let E = f –1 (O).  Then E is -clopen set in X and pE. 
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 Also f (E) = f (f –1 (O)) O, this implies f (E) O. 

 On the other hand let O be F. reg. open in Y,  let p f –1 (O) be arbitrary, this implies       
f (p) O, therefore by theorem 2.11, there is a -clopen set f (Mp) X containing p such that  
f (Mp) O, which implies Mpf –1(O). 

We have p Mpf –1 (O), implies f –1 (O) is -clopen neighbourhood of p,  since p is 
arbitrary, it implies f –1 (O) is -clopen neighbourhood of its points,  hence it is -clopen set in 
X. 

Therefore f is totally na-F. reg. continuous. 

Remark 2.13 : (X, ) is F. reg. T1 space if and only if singleton sets are F. reg. closed sets. 

Theorem 2.14 : very totally na-F. reg. continuous function into a  F. reg. T1 space is 
strongly totally na-F. reg. continuous function. 

Proof : Suppose a function f from X to Y is a totally na-F. reg. continuous function in a    
F. reg. T1 space.  Singletons are F. reg. closed sets by remark 2.13. Hence f –1 (B) is -clopen in 
X for every subset B of Y. 

By remark 2.8, f –1 (B) is regular clopen in X. 

Therefore f is strongly totally na-F. reg. continuous function. 

Theorem 2.15 : A function f : X  Y is totally na-F. reg. continuous and P is -clopen 
subset of X, then the restriction f \ P : X  Y is totally na-F. reg. continuous. 

Proof : Consider the function f \P : P  Y and O be any F. reg. open set in Y. Since f is 
totally na-F. reg. continuous, f –1 (O) is -clopen subset of X. 

Since P is -clopen subset of X and (f \P)–1 (O) = Pf –1 (O) is -clopen in P, it follows 
(f \P)–1 (O)  is -clopen in P.  Hence f \P is totally na-F. reg. continuous.  

Definition 2.16 : A function f from X to Y is said to be F. reg. irresolute if the inverse 
image of every F. reg. open set in Y is F. reg. open in X. 

Theorem 2.17 : If the functions f and g from X to Y  and from Y to Z are totally na-F. reg. 
continuous and F. reg. irresolute respectively then the function g f from X to Z is                               
totally na-F. reg. continuous. 

Proof : Let the  functions  f  and  g  from  X  to Y  and  from Y to Z are totally na- F. reg. 
continuous and F. reg. irresolute respectively.  

Let O be F. reg. open in Z. 

Since g is F. reg. irresolute, g–1 (O) is F. reg. open in Y. 

Now since f is totally na-F. reg. continuous, f –1 (g–1 (O)) = (gf )–1 (O) is  -clopen in X.  
Hence g f : X Z is totally na-F. reg. continuous. 
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